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E R R A T U M 
The readers are asked to kindly excuse the misprinted 
author's name in the paper 
"Ul traf i l t ers without immediate predecessors in Hudin-
Prolfk order" (Comment. Math. Univ. Carolinae 23(1982), 
757-766) - the name should be read correct ly 
"E. Butkovigova" ( instead of M. Butkovicovd). 
Editors 
C O R R E C T I O N S 
to:"REMARKS ON" SUBSETS OP CARTESIAN PRODUCTS OF METRIC 
SPACES" 
Boris S# KLBBANOV, Moscow 
(Comment. Math. Univ. Carolinae 23,4(1982), 767-784) 
Page 768, 11-th line from the bottom (789-^)* the 
1 formula should read " U » pj PB( U) "• 
7764: the equation should read " lim %A*f*J « 0 ". 
77G3t read " *'(Un)" and " a(Un) " instead of " a (U)" 
and " a(U) " respectively. 
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